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Abstract

This short article sketches the sphere of alternative film exhibition culture in the PRC along the 

axes of grassroots film clubs and independent film festivals. I trace how the meaning of ‘alternative’ 

has shifted over the past three decades due to the changing socio-political environment. This article 

examines how these two ostensibly different forms of alternative film exhibition teetered along the 

line between the public and private spheres, between independent and legitimate (film) culture. In 

the second half of the article, I look into the new strategies pursued by film clubs and film festivals 

in post-2017 China. I argue that these two modes both erode their grassroots/independent aspirations, 

while feeding into a position of negotiating a new alternative narrative of de-politicised pluralism and 

economic efficacy.

Over the past thirty years, the erratic trajectory of alternative film exhibitions in China has been split 

between two overlapping but separate modes. One is the film festival, an institutional mechanism 

facilitated by cultural elites, academics, and filmmakers to disseminate low-budget Chinese indepen-

dent films. The other is the film club, a stream of sporadic groups organised by grassroots film 

enthusiasts, facilitating a cinephilia-oriented cinematic space. The advent of the film festival and the 

film club created alternative public spaces for Chinese independent filmmakers and artists to circulate 

works that were not accommodated by hegemonic official discourse and the commercial sector. Yet, 

due to the growing pressure from political forces and increasing commercial-industrial opportuni-

ties, the meaning of ‘alternative’ spaces that the film festivals/clubs facilitated has been altered from 

their original initiatives. This short article sketches the sphere of alternative film exhibition culture in 

China along the axes of film clubs and film festivals. I trace how these two ostensibly different forms 

of alternative film exhibition teetered along the line between the public and private spheres, between 

independent and legitimate (film) culture. I further point out that, in post-2017 China, these two 

forms both erode their grassroots/ independent aspirations, while feeding into a position of negoti-

ating a new alternative narrative of de-politicised pluralism and economic efficacy.
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The emergence of film clubs in the mid-1990s inaugurated new modalities of film exhibition and 

sociability in quotidian spaces, from private studios, cafés, bookshops, museums, libraries, and 

art galleries to university campuses. Initiated mainly by non-professional film enthusiasts, these 

film clubs signified a grassroots attribute of the practice of alternative film exhibitions. While the 

availability of mediocre video recording/copying technology, or more precisely, piracy, facilitated 

home-based individualised viewing activities, such as video rental and purchase, and small-screen 

consumption, the film clubs opened up new public/semi-public spaces in which alternative voices and 

values can be expressed.

The first film club, 101 Film Studio (电影101工作室), was founded by seven film buffs in 1996 in 

Shanghai. In one of the founders, Xu Yuan’s (徐鸢) (2016), recollections, the very first screening 

event was held in a private residence where they watched and discussed The 400 Blows (dir. François 

Truffaut, 1959) and Shadow Warrior (dir. Akira Kurosawa, 1980). Like 101 Film Studio, many early 

film clubs in the late 1990s and early 2000s (for example, The U-theque Organisation [缘影会] and 

Rear Window Film Appreciation Club [后窗看电影]) focused on masterpieces of Western art film, 

later also becoming an effective pathway for independent films and documentaries to gain public 

exposure (Nakajima 2006). The film clubs and the parallel emergence and diversification of indepen-

dent screening sites in which these events are conducted have cultivated an appreciation of cinema 

outside the official rhetoric and other alternative fare for broader audiences and revived China’s 

cinephile culture (Zhang 2007, p. 27). By sowing film appreciation, the film clubs have helped 

cultivate a new generation of Chinese cinephiles, filmmakers, screenwriters, critics, curators, many 

of whom later became key figures in the once-thriving independent film festivals. 

In parallel with the development of the film clubs, the first Chinese independent film festival, the 

First Unrestricted New Image Festival (中国独立映像展), was launched in Beijing in 2001. Since 

then, independent film festivals have grown in size and expanded geographically to a range of major 

urban cities in China, such as the Beijing Independent Film Festival (北京独立影像展) (BIFF), 

China Independent Film Festival (中国独立影像年度展) (CIFF), Chongqing Independent Film 

and Video Festival (重庆民间映画交流展) (CIFVF), Hangzhou Asian Film Festival (杭州亚洲青
年影展) (HAFF), the Yunnan Multicultural Visual Festival (云之南纪录影像展) (Yunfest). The 

blossoming of the independent film festivals culminated in Chinese independent film culture in 

the 2000s. With the premise of ‘independence’ from the Chinese state’s oligopolistic control, these 

independent film festivals used a ‘non-for-profit’ model of international film festivals (Lichaa 2017) 

to prompt an institutional mechanism for circulating Chinese independent films. Given their focus 

on the communications and social networks between cultural intellectuals, or more specifically, 

between artists, independent cinema practitioners, and/or academics/critics, the alternative public 
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spheres (from semi-public, semi-private, to private) forged by these festival institutions were also 

embedded with ideas of pluralism, social activism, as well as elitism. However, increasing govern-

ment interference around the Beijing Olympics in 2008 pushed independent film festivals and forums 

away from accessible public locations. Despite moving screening events to secret venues (falling 

back to private space), the major independent film festivals mentioned above had all been forced to 

shut down by 2017. 

Certainly, the existence and publicness of alternative film exhibitions are fundamentally jeopardised 

by the authorities’ repressive force. Especially with the implementation of the 2017 Film Law, the 

exhibition of independent films offering an alternative to officially endorsed values was alienated by 

the authorities and further marginalised. In the same year, CIFF announced the discontinuation of 

the festival, which signified the end of the Chinese independent film festival mechanism. To respond 

to these new constraints in the socio-political environment, both film clubs and film festivals have 

fed into a position of negotiating a new alternative narrative of de-politicised pluralism and economic 

efficacy. This new meaning of ‘alternative’ differentiates itself from ‘independent’, as well as the 

term ‘alternative’ of the 2000s, in which ‘pluralism’ and ‘public opposition’ coalesced into discourses 

that developed outside the hegemonic cultural framework (Berry and Rofel 2010, p. 136).

This new alternative narrative is now contributing to the blossoming of the art film industry, which 

imbricates the legacy of independent cinema and the logic of legitimate film culture. Arthouse cinema 

has thus become the primary content of alternative film exhibition in today’s China.

We have witnessed the growth of some so-called official arthouse film festivals for film festivals, 

which offers an alternative to officially endorsed hegemonic values but are not necessarily against/

independent from the monolithic political and economic mechanism. These arthouse film festivals, 

notably, FIRST International Film Festival (FIRST青年电影展) (FIRST IFF, since 2006) and 

Pingyao Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon International Film Festival (平遥国际电影展) (PYIFF, 

since 2017), have regained some public space for the accessing and consecrating of alternative/

arthouse/semi-independent cinema since the clampdown of the preceding independent film festivals. 

However, modelled on the lucrative paradigm of major Western film festivals, they distinguish 

themselves from their indie predecessors by seeking connections to the commercial film industry 

and approval from the municipal government (Nakajima 2019, p. 238). It is worth noting that, in 

2009, when independent film festivals started to face repressive political pressure, FIRST IFF, then 

a not-for-profit student film festival based at the Communication University of China (Beijing), was 

suspended for giving an award to Cao Baoping’s (曹保平) black comedy Troublemakers 光荣的愤
怒 (2006), which contains explicit political and sexual references. FIRST IFF’s 2011 relocation to 
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Xining, away from the political centre Beijing, indicates its co-optation by the Xining municipal 

authorities, coupled with a discontinuation in its promotion of independent film culture. 

Similarly, due to increasing political scrutiny, fewer and fewer film clubs are dedicated to exhibiting 

domestic films without a dragon seal. Some film clubs limit the visibility of their exhibition informa-

tion by circulating it to members only, which restricts screening activities to a private or semi-private 

space. Some continue to use the idea of cinephilia to offer a bourgeois-derived form of film appreci-

ation, sociability, and leisure, with the focus on screening and discussing art films from abroad. 

Another increasing tendency is more and more film clubs have sought to organise ‘cinema-going 

groups’ (观影团) for the roadshows of dragon-sealed arthouse/semi-independent films in mainstream 

theatrical spaces. In line with the government policy supported by the Nationwide Alliance of 

Arthouse Cinemas, these activities are often in collaboration with on-demand crowdfunding 

platforms (for example, Elemeet [大象点映]), art film distribution and advertising companies (for 

example, Blow-up Film [放大影视], created by two key founders of Rear Window Film Appreciation 

Club), and some new-media influencers. Hence, recent years have witnessed the box-office success 

of a range of art films and documentaries, such as Paths of the Soul 冈仁波齐 (dir. Zhang Yang 张
扬, 2015), Crosscurrent 长江图 (dir. Yang Chao 杨超, 2016), and Four Springs 四个春天 (dir. Lu 

Qingyi 陆庆屹, 2017). 

The trajectory of alternative film exhibition discussed in this short article is indicative of more than an 

exhibition situation viewed in terms of how to tackle growing political control and the increasing lure 

of the commercial film industry; it evidences the transformation of the dialectical tension between 

‘independence’ and ‘dependence’, between the private and the public spheres. The new ‘alterna-

tive’ narrative, defined by film clubs and festivals, nowadays in turn inhabits an interstitial position 

between spaces and texts. 
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